
===Kirsch, D. A.===

6184 MCU
Intro

6185 MCU
Intro

6186 MCU
Q: Book 
A: world hasn't changed much: fundamental tensions between potential & reality
difference: society constructed around internal combustion vehicle
Q: lock-in
A: history of electric vehicle not a clear case of path-dependency (fundamentally 
different techs)
Q: those concerns less important now?
A: we have built our system around combustion vehicles; ev more disadvantaged today
Q: seamless; range anxiety

6187 MCU
Q: how do we make ev seamless
A: path to electrification: thru plug-in hybrid vehicles
own experience with hybrid: no range anxiety
seamlessness easiest delivered thru having internal combustion for fall-back

6188 MCU
Q: concerns on ev effects on electric infrastructure
A: excess capacity at night; vehicle-degrid technology: ev batteries as buffer during 
peak demand
emission-shifting: actually good: better regulation of sources of emission; remote from 
people
Q: Shanghai
A: Chinese situation: dire for intervention; too late; 2000
Q: ev/hybrid incentify Americans to move to alternative power sources like solar or 
nuclear
A: people don't know where electricity came from: taken for granted; long-run solution: 
cheaper, greener power; grid-parity

6189 MCU
Q: cheaper vs. first evs being luxury cars
A: this is what it always is: natural that early adopters are wealthy or with particular 
preferences
If Tesla scale enough to produce truly mass-produced vehicle; same story: everyone 
promised to produce cheap evs but they could not make the economic sale; "cross the 
chasm"
Q: other brands
A: Volt: hybrid; Ford: not selling right now; BMW… manufacturers use evs as image 



builder, but demand is slow to scale; Electric Drive Transportation Association: report 
month-to-month sales: steady rise but now 13% hybrids & 3% battery-electric vehicles
general uncertainty about something new: not getting people what they want in a car; 
practical concerns
hybrid minimizes these concerns: Ex. getting charging station in home
not intrinsic property of technology itself, but society

6190 MCU
Q: people drive cars for long time
A: energy wasted on building a car
big picture: internal combustion vs. ev doesn't matter; what really matters is why & how 
we move around; Daniel Sperling (UC Davis): need transportation innovation
electrification is not sufficient to fix sustainability issue, but can be part of the solution
have technology follow innovation
slow, then fast

6191 ECU
books: The Electric Vehicle and the Burden of History

6192 CU
plug

6193 CU
plugging in

6194 CU
plugging in

6195 CU
power

6196 CU
power adaptor

6197 CU
"plug-in hybrid" on back

6198 CU
"plug-in hybrid" on side

===Schuster, N.===

6252 MCU
introduction
car type
purchase reasons



purchase decision
probably won't recover the difference; driving pattern
charging station/time
haven't charged at public charging station
Leaf great for commute vs. long trip
good car, challenge: driving range 100miles, local vs. highway
learn how to drive
misconceptions
charging station getting better 15min
Tesla model for infrastructure
battery drain: resolved

6253 MCU
battery life degrading: improved warranty
range anxiety; cost
personally saves little on electricity vs. gas
insurance: not different
AAMVA law enforcement: safety: 1) dashboard: distraction; 2) quiet; 3) first responder 
on scene of accidents
electric utilities interested in getting owner data according to zip code: additional 
capacity for power grid

6254 MCU
dashboard
charging changes according to seasons/conditions 

6255 CU
plate: 0 GAS

6257
charging station

6258-6260 CU
charging input

6261-6264 CU
engine (box)

6265 ECU
start engine
dashboard

6266 ECU
stick

6268 MW
Nissan Leaf: pan



6269 W
backing out of drive way

6270 W
driving away

6271 W
driving into garage


